Henry® Duroflex Hot Pour Crack Sealant (HE093) 
Asphalt Crack and Joint Sealant

A premium hot melt asphalt crack sealant designed for use on asphalt and concrete streets, highways, and parking lots.

What makes it the better choice?
Only 100% new polymer is used, with no recycled polymer, rubber or reclaimed rubber, giving superior performance over a variety of temperatures and climates.
## Benefits

### Finished Product
A higher softening point to resist bumps in fresh hot mix for a smoother, better job

### Weather
Will not bleed or track in hot weather

Highly polymer-modified for superior flexibility to resist cracking in cold temperatures

### Drying Time
Hardens quickly and that means less delay prior to seal coating

## Usage

### Application
Ideal application temperature is 350°F

Can be applied using a pressure feed wand system or with a pour pot

Cracks can be filled flush or may be over filled and squeegeed

### Packaging
Comes in 35 lb boxes (1 block per box)

## Discover Henry Pavement Maintenance Systems.
Products of Superior Durability

For Duroflex Technical Data Sheets and Safety Data Sheets, go to [Document Search](https://www.henry.com) from the henry.com homepage.

For more information, visit [www.henry.com](http://www.henry.com)
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